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Inventory Spreadsheet
This eliminates Garrett Fitzgerald, and gives you his nickname which is Guns.

You get this by analyzing who worked at the time of the murders. You can see “Guns”
worked at that time and when you analyze the handwriting, you can see that it’s Garrett.



Bow Tie Message
Ten thl ett ero fev eryl ineo npro ofo fpu rch ase
Tenth letter of every line on proof of purchase

What you get from the instructions:
1. Ten
2. Ett
3. Fev
4. Ineo
5. ofo
6. Rch

What you get from the pattern:
1. Thl
2. Ero
3. Eryl
4. Npro
5. Fpu
6. Ase



Dapper Receipt
Solution:

Westhomes Khaki Vest

Vineyards East Tie - Olive

l Williams Yellow/tan

Dillards Tie - Ecru

Standford Nines - Slimfit

Westhomes Silver cufflinks

L Williams Hat - black

Alonzo Hugo - Leather

Jules Abele - Mint

“Key in SHOE”



Where's The Key To The Register
Located?

shoe

You get this answer from solving the bow tie pattern then the receipt puzzle.



The Dapper Code



The Dapper Code Cipher
Napoleon, I mean Allard, was gone to see Derek’s kid’s game.

This eliminates Allard because he was out of town.



Call Derek Unlock
gunsnapoleon

Guns - you’ll get this and eliminate Garrett through the inventory spreadsheet because

Garrett was working when that happened.

Napoleon - you get this from the cipher and it eliminates Allard because he was out of

town when the murder happened.



Chalkboard Puzzle
Threads Sixty

1. T
2. H
3. R
4. E
5. A
6. D
7. S
8. S
9. I
10. X
11. T
12. Y



Desk Unlock
threadssixty

This unlock eliminates Samuel Hughes because he was out of town selling knock-offs.



Origami
The origami makes a tie.

This eliminates James Williams as he talks about wearing a tie and is the only character

wearing one.



Traffic Ticket
This eliminates Ethan Li because he drives a Porsche 911, and was out of town on the

night of one of the murders.

You’ll connect this with the info from Barry’s card that says who has what car.

From Barry’s card



Fabric Bolts
“Bolts plus spools minus buttons.”

27 + 8 - 12 = 23



Complementary Colors /
Approximately Around

“Not the youngest, locker three.”

This eliminates Barry because he’s the youngest.

Here are the letters you should get from the circle puzzle. Parentheses are used to show

when you get two letters and have to choose between the two to create a coherent

message.

N (EO) (TC) (TC) H (EO) (KY) (EO) U N (EO) S (TC) L (EO) (TC) (YK) (EO) R (TC) H R (EO)

(EO)



Crossword



Locker
Solution:
To know which locker, use the measurements. (Locker Three)

And to know the code, use the car model number(911) from the employee who was out

of town on January 1st then add to it the answer from the fabric bolts(23).

Locker 3 code 911+23 =934

Passcode 3934



Crossword Coordinates
reeds

You’ll get this by pulling out the letters from the crossword in the newspaper.



Where Should You Go Next?
reedsredding

At this point you should have eliminated everyone.

Allard - He was out of town for Derek’s kid’s game.

Hughes - He was selling knockoffs out of town.

Fitzgerald - He’s eliminated because he was working during the time of the murder.

Witherspoon - is the youngest and the complimentary colors tells you: not the youngest.

Ethan - was out of town speeding according to his traffic ticket.

James - he’s eliminated because of the origami tie.



Pool Puzzle/Robbie Unlock
goodgame

You get this by matching together the pool balls, the buttons and the menu.



Lorenzo Unlock
atlantic1604

You get this by referring back to the keychain of where one of the victims was staying.



Volta Unlock
14d

You get this because Volta likes specific types of drinks, but has a few allergies. A�er
you rule out what she likes and her allergies, you get this drink.

From Lorenzo’s Unlock:



Oscar’s Office Door
Volta = 86582

You get this by looking at a normal keypad (like on your phone) and translating VOLTA
into numbers.

From Volta’s Unlock:



Yellow Sticky Note
Hampstead Dry Cleaners

You get this by taking Oscar’s note. This will tell you to move everything back one letter
so A = Z, B = A, C = B, D = C, etc.

From Oscar’s Unlock:



Solved All The Puzzles And Ready
To Close The Case?

lthdc

You get this because a couple of characters in the last part let Kent Redding’s real name

slip, giving you Louis Taylor. Then you pair that information with the sticky note’s

secret message.

From Volta’s Unlock:

From Lorenzo’s Unlock:


